Oxford Plastics Product Guidelines

ENDURASIGN
QUICKFIT
FRAME®

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

PRODUCT RANGE

TEMPORARY SIGNS
The EnduraSign QuickFit
Frame is a plastic sign
frame that is compatible
with 300mm hole centre
sign faces.
The modular design means
the correct signage can be
quickly assembled on site.
Space and weight limitations
are improved in works
vehicles compared to using
1 piece Chapter 8 signs.

ENDURASIGN QUICKFIT FRAME™

Usage Benefits
	Ultra-durable sign frame is resistant
to cracking

	Category B (39 mph) winds with a 9kg
weight (for 1050 rectangle use 13kg)

	Plastic sign frame fitted with 4 antiluce
droplocks, compatible with 300mm
spaced quickfit faces

	Compatible with EnduraSign Ballast
9kg weight

	Compact design to fit more signage in
works vehicles
	Interchangeable sign faces can be
installed on site
Highly resistant to wind
	Category C (19 mph) winds
without ballast

ENDURASIGN QUICKFIT FRAME™
Product No.

0424

Width

35mm

Length

800mm

Height

870mm

Weight

3.3kg

Quantity / Pallet

50

Colour
Black,
	custom RAL
colours MOQ

COMPLIANCE CODES
Safety at Street Works and Road Works
(Red Book), Traffic Signs Manual (Chapter 8),
BS 8442 (2006)

	Lightweight 3.3kg design reduces weight
in works vehicles
	Clearly label equipment and prevent
theft with corporate nameplate and
custom RAL colour frame
	Create clear signage and information
in all weather

Oxford Plastics Product Guidelines

ENDURASIGN™
BALLAST
WEIGHT

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

PRODUCT RANGE

TEMPORARY SIGNS
The EnduraSign Ballast
can be used on all metal
and plastic temporary
signs to ensure that
temporary works stay
clearly signposted and
street works compliant.
This ballast weight replaces
sandbags, it is stackable,
quick to deploy and is
significantly longer-lasting.

ENDURASIGN™ BALLAST WEIGHT

Usage Benefits
	Can be easily installed, transported
and stored

	Avoid debris and trip hazards caused
by the deterioration of sandbags

	Locks onto the EnduraSign to provide
weighted stability across a series of
different signs in up to Category A
winds

	Create highly visible signage
installations

	Create safe signage installations,
without using sandbags

COMPLIANCE CODES
Traffic Signs Manual (Chapter 8)

Product No.

O426

Width

556mm

Length

407mm

Height

90mm

Weight

10kg

Quantity / Pallet

60

Colour

Black & Yellow

	Adapt and customise ballast with
corporate name plate
	A closed loop recycling product:
made of recycled PVC

